
FOOD AND WATER

Superseed is a living machine. Water is fi ltered through an 
artifi cial wetland with hanging ponds. Water plants fi lter the water 
and sustain fi sh. Clean water and compost are used to water and 
feed crops, some of  which are protected from the desert winds by 
agrotextile impregnated with moss and algae. They capture the 
desert dew when the balloons are defl ated, producing a humid 

microclimate. 

ENERGY

Superseed is an autonomous solar machine. A set of  solar 
balloons gets infl ated during the day. Sun heats the air and the 

balloons start to lift in the air. The upper skin of  these balloons is 
covered with fresh microdomes, generating photovoltaic energy. 

Energy that is stored in hydrogen cells, activating the water pump 
and powering the Superseed wheels. The prototype moves from time 

to time across the desert plain in search of  a better place. 

SHELTER

Superseed is a living lab. Researchers from all over the world 
might spend weeks studying circular processes for self-suffi  cient 

living. Additional capsules can be plugged in to accommodate new 
researchers. All domestic functions are served and solved within the 

central core: a vertical structure built out of  recycled scaff olding 
components. Both kitchen and bathroom composts are used for the 
edible gardens. Thermal blankets are formed by the balloons when 

they defl ate at night. 

Shelter Energy Food & Water

02.
PHOTOVOLTAIC DOMES
Fresnel dome focus solar radiation 
on the photovoltaic cell 

03.
RAIN WATER CAPTURE
Upper fi lm has micro-grooves to 
conduct rainwater

03.
SOLAR HEATERS
Water deposits coated in black 
paint. 

03.
PLUG-IN SHELTER CAPSULES
Foldable shelters are plugged in to the 
central core

02.
WATER DEPOSITS
After water is fi ltered, it is 
pumped up into the deposits

02.
WATER DEPOSITS
Used also to feed birds, attracting 
fauna and increasing biodiversity

01.
SOLAR BALLOONS
Transparent fi lm upwards, 
refl ective fi lm below. 

01.
THERMAL BLANKETS

Solar balloons are defl ated by 
night acting as a thermal tent

01.
DEW CAPTURE MOSS

Solar balloons are defl ated by 
night acting as a thermal tent

04.
INVERTERS AND BATTERIES

Hydrogen cells transforming and storing 
the photovoltaic energy

04.
ARTIFICIAL WETLAND
At the northern part of  the 

platform. It fi lters the water and 
produces fi sh and algae

04.
DRY TOILET

Resulting composst is used in the 
crops

05.
WATER PUMP

Connected to the batteries and 
inverters

05.
WATER PIPES

They recover the water captured 
by the balloons. They are used too 
to water the moss when necessary

06.
ELECTRIC ENGINES
Connected to the Superseed 
wheels

06.
EDIBLE GARDEN
Situated at the southern part of  
the platform, covered with agro-
textile, fed with kitchen compost

06.
CIRCULAR KITCHEN
Resulting composst is used in the 
crops

06.
MODULAR TOWER
Built out of  recycled scaff olding 
structures. 


